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Katalin’s Hands Lift Men By Dave Marciniak Gazette Writer July 7, 1987
An underground aquifer discovered in
1925 at the 2nd level in #4, provided
fresh potable drinking water for all
of the Range towns and Houghton
and Hancock. When Copper Range
Company ceased mining operations in
1967 in the #4 shaft, Adams Township
assumed responsibility for continuing
to supply this water, maintaining the
hoist, a hoist operator, the shaft and the
man car, that lowered and raised the
men who serviced and maintained the
pumps on the 3rd level. In 1995 the
mine was capped and surface pumps
started operating just south of the
mine. Dave Marciniak, a Daily Mining
Gazette reporter, interviewed John
Katalin, the last of the Hoist Operators
for this Gazette article published on
July 7, 1987. The Gazette has given us
permission to reprint the article in our
newsletter. John Katalin was the father
of Jimmy Katalin, one of the original
main organizers of the PM&S, Inc.

Last of His Kind - Hoist operator John Katalin stands beside the huge drum
that lowers men into the Champion mine. A primary qualification to become
a hoist operator is “interest,” Katalin says, and a soft enough touch to stop the
man-car on an egg without cracking it. (Gazette photo by Jeff Brian)

PAINESDALE -- “I’m the last of the Mohicans,” said John
Katalin, puffing on a smoke, his hand resting on the wellworn hoist controls for #4 shaft at the Champion mine.
“I was going to give it up once,” he added, “but I’m still
interested.”
Katalin began operating the hoist controls on March
17, 1953. Through his hands, he practices an art that
probably won’t be seen resting in many museum’s halls.
“I don’t want to get it on too thick, but I was told that
I was the best operator there ever was,” Katalin said.
“They gave me good compliments.” The compliments,
he added, were paid by the miners he lowered down
the shaft to dig for copper. The Champion mine ceased
mining operations in 1967, and now Katalin runs
the hoist to lower men who maintain water pumps

below. The pumps supply drinking water to nearby
communities.
“I think of myself at the end of that rope,” he said,
explaining how careful a hoist operator must be.
“Always think of the men.” The number one qualification
is interest, he said, adding that “you can’t be in any way
nervous. And if you’re a heavy drinker – out. Period!”
Katalin began as a timberman at the Champion mines in
the 1930’s. “Don’t ask me my age,” Katalin interjected.
“I’m not going to tell you my age.” The years began
numbering upward and Katalin found himself in and out
of various mining jobs in the region. Those years – the
1930s and 1940s – were just that way, he recalled. The
Continued on page 2...
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Katalin

Continued
Going up was six rings. Said Katalin: “I
repeat the six, count to 10 or 12 – give
them plenty of time to get on – and bring
them up.”
“The drum was humming all the time,”
Katalin continued. “You’d run it wide
open. You had no chance to roam
around. The seats got pretty hard.” He
pointed to his chair stacked with three
pillows, noting that “before I just had
cardboard.”
And the hoist is quiet. “Nice and quiet,”
Katalin said. “You can sit and talk and
hear yourself good.”

moody times and the price of copper reacted with men
and dictated how and when they’d work in the mines.
Katalin, too, was affected, drifting to other jobs.
Finally, on those final winter days in 1953, Katalin was
tapped to train as a hoist operator at the Champion mine.
He said the first days were nervous days, so he asked for
help and the superintendent obliged. “‘You’re going to
make one of the best hoist operators we ever had here.’“
Katalin recalled the superintendent saying. After three
days the superintendent pronounced Katalin a fit and
able operator. And as the superintendent stepped from
the hoist room, he revealed that he didn’t know how to
operate the hoist either, Katalin recalled.
At one time, men went down 54 levels – over one
mile – to work the rock for copper. And all trusted the
operator to hoist them up safely at quitting time. A
mine hoist isn’t like an elevator, Katalin said. “You don’t
press a button and go down,” Katalin said. “You need an
operator.”
The men would pile onto man cars and ring the electric
bell five times to go down. “The five rings are to call
your attention,” Katalin said.
In turn, Katalin rang his bell five times to tell the men
he’s listening. Then the miners would ring the bell again.
Three times meant they needed a ride to the third level.
Each level had a different bell code. For example, the
24th level is two rings, a pause and four more rings.
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The thick cable can hoist loads up at 600
feet per minute. Katalin had to mark a
peg board for each load of copper ore
hoisted up and from which level. His
record is 132 skips (containers copper
ore was loaded into) in a single day. On
the hoist drum are marks, indicating what level the car or
skip is on.
“I can almost lay it on an egg,” Katalin said. “It’s a toy to
me now because I’m so used to it. It’s a responsible job
because if you don’t handle it right, you can injure a lot
of men.”
Katalin said he has trained many men as hoist operators.
The last one was an operator at a gold mine a few years
ago.
In 1967, the Champion shut down. Laid off, Katalin
went on to other activities but in 1976 Adams Township
called and asked if he’d operate the hoist again.
The township supplies water for nearby communities
through an underground river that’s fed into the mine’s
second level. On the third level are pumps that must be
maintained.
So for five days per week, three hours each day, Katlin
waits for the water operator to step on the man car, ring
the electric bell five times, pause a second or so and ring
it three more times.
Katalin presses in answer five times, waits a few seconds
and the hoist rolls out the cable – the hoist operator is on
the job again.
“I’m about the last operator around,” Katalin said. “Last
of the Mohicans.”
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President’s Report

By Barbara Manninen

Meetings continue monthly, the fourth Tuesday of the
month, except for December re: the Holidays. We meet
at the VFW Range Lounge in South Range, MI, during the
cold weather and winter seasons due to no heat in the
Captain’s Office and no access in the winter because of
the deep snow. This year we met June, July and August
at the Captain’s Office in Painesdale. Our meetings are
open to the public and anyone interested is invited to
attend. Vince Kanthak and Michael Prast have continued
to attend the meetings, providing much extra energy,
enthusiasm, ideas and support, helping us move forward
with necessary technical knowledge, construction and
business sense, in the mission of preserving the Mine
Shaft, Hoist House and Captain’s Office.
Safety of the mineshaft is always first and foremost in
the preservation of Champion #4, the icon of Painesdale
and The Copper Range Mining Company. The heavy
materials car, suspended from the gantry by an iron link
chain since 1967, was lowered by Julio Contracting on
October 19th of last year, is now resting near the capped
off shaft into the mine, and is filled with the timbers, left
in the shaft house when mining operations ceased in
1967. These timbers were meant to be used for timbering
support underground. Subsidence studies were done
again this past August by UP Engineering to monitor
settling. A structural engineering study of the shaft house
was completed by George Kiiskila of UPEA.
REJ Contracting worked to provide safe access to the
upper reaches of the mineshaft for the engineering study.
They also buttoned up problem leaking areas of the
mineshaft roofing, secured the lower corrugated metal
perimeters of the shaft where intruders were making
their own access to the shaft, replaced sections of the
sheathing as needed and secured the loose sheathing
at the top of the headframe, covering the window way
up there, to prevent the piece of metal becoming a
projectile in high winds. A man door to the shaft house
was also secured. The floor of the mineshaft was leveled
with poor rock from the poor rock pile nearby. The extra
poor rock was used outside to make a smoother walking
access over the rather steep drop to the lower level of the
mineshaft/rockhouse with a handrail installed for safety.
Broken windows were replaced with plexiglass. The rock
chutes have been accessed and are under consideration
for safety re: when giving tours. The two old mining cars
have been moved closer to the mineshaft for display
purposes. The “ambience” of the old mineshaft is still
intact. We would like to preserve that aspect as that is
one of the reasons that makes it so “attractive.” Vince
has made drone photos of the mineshaft and Michael

REJ Contracting working to secure the metal
sheathing on the shaftouse.
has made photos and videos of the upper reaches of the
headframe on the inside. Remarkable viewing! Especially
the hand-writing on the walls in the upper level of the
headframe.
Security and vandalism are always a concern. The
mineshaft is an “attractive nuisance” and ruin hunters
are always looking for ways to enter and explore by
themselves. No trespassing signs are posted on all
buildings. A security camera is installed inside the
shafthouse. A sign warning that the mineshaft is under
security is placed strategically in a mineshaft window.
The Houghton county Sheriff department has been asked
to make periodic runs past the mineshaft, especially at
night, to discourage vandalism. The Captain’s Office
received new asphalt shingle roofing in June. Now we
are looking at getting new outside doors to replace
the old rotting ones with an eye to having them look
historically appropriate. The “gift shop” has apparel,
cookbooks, moose, prints, souvenir prints, crushed rock
samples, mining articles (Vince’s project) available for
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President’s Report

Continued

donations by visitors and free
newsletters from the past several
years. Old cancelled checks
are free for visitors who find an
ancestor among them. There are
photo albums to look through.
Old drawings and blue prints.
Archiving is still an ongoing
concern.
The Hoist House is always of
interest when giving tours. The
“Hoist Operators Underground
Bell Signals” chart went
“missing” a couple of years ago.
We have been given a paper
copy of an old chart from the
CRHS in South Range. We are
having a large copy made of this
chart and laminated for display in
the Captain’s Office where it can
be more secure from vandals.
Tours are given free of charge by
appointment. Signs are posted on the Captain’s Office
with two phone numbers to access for tour information
and scheduling. We enjoy giving tours and sharing
the uniqueness of the PM&S buildings and mission of
the organization. Handicap accessible port-a-potty on
premises for the season for comfort for tours, workers,
and passers-by.
A compilation of mining fatalities into book form has
been done by Jon Blom and is available to the public for
a donation. (See article on page 6.)
Funding for the PM&S, Inc. is generated by grants from
The Leuthold Family Foundation; the KNHP Advisory
Committee; inheritances and remembrances from
estates of persons who had an interest in the PM&S, Inc.
mission; memberships; spontaneous donations; and sale
of items from the gift shop.
Grounds maintenance and foundation vegetation
removal has been done by contract with Rick Kasprzak.
We are looking also at clearing up nuisance/volunteer
trees.
The PM&S newsletter is published twice yearly and well
received by comments sent our way. The website is kept
current by Catherine and Vince. The newsletters are also
put online for easy access. https://painesdalemineshaft.
com/
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We maintain memberships in the Northland Historical
Consortium and the Historical Society of Michigan.
The KNHP Advisory Committee has provided historical
assistance with the grants received.
The CRHS museum also informs visitors about our
tours, selling of our cookbook, and maintaining interest
in what is happening down at the mine site. Copies of
our newsletters are left at various places in the Copper
Country for anyone interested in the Champion #4 in
Painesdale.
Thanks you to all board members, volunteers, members
of the PM&S, interested persons, and other community
organizations, as well as the enthusiasm and expertise
of the contractors, in their efforts in preserving the
Champion #4, and related buildings, for future
generations to enjoy, for as long as Mother Nature
permits. This project is an example of everyone putting
their shoulders to the wheel!

A digital version of the full Structural Report is
available by emailing Vince Kanthak at
vrkanthak@gmail.com
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Mine Fatalities

By Anton Pintar, Treasurer

John Blom, Lifetime Member of PM&S, has published
a booklet, “Mine Fatalities in Adams and Elm River
Townships 1889 - 1967.” The booklet contains 343
names of those who died in the copper mines of Adams
and Elm River Townships - Atlantic Mines, Baltic Mines,
Trimountain Mines, Champion Mines (Painesdale and
Globe), Winona Mines, and Wyandot Mine. He reviewed
several thousand death certificates. He obtained the
name (first and last), date of death, age, job, country
of origin, cause of death (accident) and location of the
accident. His information was supplemented using
Houghton County Mine Inspector’s Reports, books
by Clarence J. Monette, input from relatives, and
information provided by visitors to our Captain’s Office.
He included a few miners who lived in Adams Township
but died in other mines such as the Isle Royale and
Tamarack Mines.
A challenging research issue was reading the handwriting
of the coroner and resolving discrepancies in the spelling
of names in various reports. He used his best judgement
to select the spelling that seemed most appropriate. Our
members are encouraged to send to me any additions,
corrections or clarifications of information in the booklet,
<ajpintar@charter.net>.
I worked with John Blom by putting the data into a
spreadsheet and did a statistical analysis of the data
relating to the cause of death, year, age, country of
origin and mine/shaft location of death. While doing
the statistics, I recognized that these men were not just
statistics; each fatality has a story behind it. The story
may never be known because the victim died and close
relatives have also died. What was he doing the day

before the accident? Was he married? Have children?
How was his family affected by the accident? If anyone
has this type of information, please send it to us and we
will put it in a future newsletter.
Painesdale Mine and Shaft has printed the booklet,
with John Blom’s permission. Copies are available for a
$10 donation plus $2.60 for shipping and handling, or
$12.60 per copy. Please send your request and check to
PO Box 332, Painesdale, MI 49955. Net proceeds will be
used to continue the preservation work on the Champion
#4 Shafthouse, which is being dedicated as a memorial
to all those who toiled under hazardous conditions and
died in our copper mines.
One goal of PM&S, ever since its creation, was to
compile a list of miners who died in our copper mines.
John Blom helped us to achieve that goal. John is a
native of Painesdale, graduate of Jeffers High School, and
current resident of Ringwood, OK. PM&S expresses its
gratitude to John Blom for all of the work that he put into
this project.

New Lifetime Members
Debra A. Godwin
Susan H. Puncochar
William Ernest Stevens, Jr & Sr Memory
(by Arlene Stevens Peterson)
Reino & Alice Trasti Taskila

Become A Member/Donations
Name:

$10.00
Yearly Membership

Email:
Address:

$100.00
Lifetime Membership

$
Other Donation
Please make checks payable to:
Painesdale Mine & Shaft, Inc.
PO Box 332 Painesdale, MI 49955
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What You Are Telling Us

By Anton J. Pintar, Treasurer

We often receive comments from our members on their
family ties to Painesdale, Copper Range, the Champion
Shafthouses and the Range Towns. We share these as
memorials to the many everyday people who built,
lived in, worked in, and died in the towns of Painesdale,
Atlantic Mine, South Range, Baltic, Trimountain and
Toivola. If you have comments to make, please send
them to us and we will put them in future Newsletters.

“I’m writing about the papers you said you had on the
mines in Painesdale, MI. I would like a paper copy of all
4 of the articles you listed in the [PM&S Newsletter]. I
was one of your first life members many years ago. I am
a mining buff and have been all over the mining district
in Michigan and many other states as well. I love your
[Newsletter] about the mine. Keep it up please.”
Max Ingersoll, Portage, MI

“I do not know if I will make it this summer to
Painesdale, so please send me 4 of Morris the Mining
Moose duly attired with PM&S gear….Thank you. I hope
to be able to return soon. I’d like to be able to get back
into the shaft house to look at the structure, especially
any areas that have been weather damaged, and also
check for changes in the subsidence area around the
shaft collar, it has been several years since I was last able
to do so.”
R. Douglas Learmont, Warba, MN

Conversation with Ward Cole, Seminole, FL, at the
ATSDF Annual Dinner about the Samuel Rowe Mining
Fatality, September 11, 1942 (paraphrased):
Ward Cole’s family was a neighbor to Samuel Rowe in
Painesdale. Samuel Rowe was riding atop an ore skip,
holding onto the cable, the hoist operator was supposed
to stop at the surface so that Samuel could get off. The
skip didn’t stop at the surface and was continuing up into
the Rockhouse. Samuel jumped off and was killed. The
coroner’s description of the accident is “Skull and chest
crushed between skip and timber.” According to Ward
Cole, it was common practice for men to get a ride to the
surface from underground by standing atop the ore skip;
the hoist operator was signaled that a man was aboard
and the skip was to stop at ground level. Note that
Samuel Rowe was a Mine Captain; so there apparently
was no company prohibition against riding atop the ore
skip.
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An exchange of emails with Carole Hitchens, Grand
Blanc, MI on the Mine Fatalities list:
Carole Hitchens: “Jacob Kratt should read Trimountain
#4.” [Jacob Kratt died January 31, 1916]
Author: “Thank You. By the way, was he related to the
Jacob Kratt, police officer, who I knew when I was
growing up?”
Carole Hitchens: “Yes, he was his father. Jacob was my
mothers uncle; my great uncle. All the info I have about
Jacob his occupation is listed as Chief of Police (marriage
license & death certificate). His obit states retired chief of
police of the Village of South Range and mentions being
Adams Township police chief. Were these two jobs the
same? Also any idea where I might find any employment
records or a history of these law enforcement agencies?
Thank you.”
Author: “Jacob ‘Jake’ Kratt served separately as Chief
of Police of the Village of South Range and then Adams
Township Police Chief. I got my first driver’s license
through him in 1957 at his house in Trimountain. I
believe he was also deputized by the Houghton County
Sheriff’s Department. You might check with them to
see if they have any records on him. Very interesting
information. Thank You.”

Tours

By Sherri Lewis

Tours were down in
the spring, perhaps
due to the flood we
experienced in June.
A total of 53 people
toured our site this tour
season. As usual people
came from all over the
US. We had people from Lower Michigan, Minnesota,
California, Ohio, Missouri, Oklahoma, North Dakota,
Illinois, Colorado, and of course some local residents.
Our very active member Michael Prast (right in photo)
helped me with a tour for his parents and sister. It was
nice to meet his family. It was interesting for them to
see this mine their son keeps telling them about.
We enjoy giving tours for people interested in the mine
and sometimes learn a lot from them about the history,
machinery, and working in the mines.
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Painesdale Mine & Shaft, Inc. Fact Sheet

By Anton Pintar

Painesdale Mine and Shaft, Inc. is a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization. According to our Constitution and Bylaws: “The
purpose and objectives of the Painesdale Mine and Shaft, Inc. shall be to preserve the one remaining shafthouse (#4)
while maintaining a safe environment, to receive as gifts or bequests, to purchase, to raise funds, to preserve and to make
available to the people all procurable material and properties pertinent to the history of the area, and to raise monies to
accomplish the goals.”
The members of the Painesdale Mine and Shaft, Inc. Executive Board are all unpaid volunteers who live very busy lives,
even the retirees.

The following figures are of interest:
Memberships & member contributions (2005-18)
$40,160
Other contributions					$83,970
Keweenaw heritage grants				$13,050
Net revenue from cookbook				
$5,923
Total spent on building preservation (2005-2018)		
$73,432
Liability Insurance (2005-2018)				$35,181
Newsletter Costs (2005-2018)				$14,467

Number of lifetime members
277
Number of regular members
365
Number on mailing list		
902
Number on email list		
346
Cookbooks sold			582

Building Restoration Projects:
Ongoing
Summer, 2012
Summer, 2012
Summer, 2012
Summer, 2014
Summer, 2015
Summer, 2016
Summer, 2017
October, 2017
Summer, 2018
Summer, 2018
Summer, 2018
Summer, 2018
Summer/Fall, 2018

Settlement measurement by UPEA (2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2017, 2018)*
Repair and replace lower windows on shafthouse
Replace front steps of Captain’s office
Repair shafthouse floor
Repair and replace upper windows on shafthouse
Survey of PM&S property**
Construct handicap parking and ramp to Captain’s office***
Patch & repair shafthouse foundation***
Lower the suspended skip in the shafthouse
Level floor of shafthouse building***
Replace roof on Captain’s office
Repair, replace, reattach sheet metal on Champion #4***
Replace broken windows on shafthouse with plexiglas (vandalism)***
Structural assessment of Champion #4 rockhouse (George Kiiskila, UPEA)

*Done to verify that Champion #4 shafthouse has stopped settling.
**Done to determine the feasibility of putting in handicap parking and ramp behind the Captain’s office.
*** Keweenaw Heritage Grants from KNHP Advisory Commission; match provided by PM&S.

Future Projects:
• Remove Mine Rock from Rockhouse to reduce stress on structure ($5,000)*
• Repair Steps to 2nd Floor in Shafthouse ($3,000)*
• Repair Crusher Columns & Bracing in Rockhouse ($18,000)*
• Monitor Steel Framework for Corrosion inside Shafthouse ($5,000)*
• Continue to Monitor Settlement of Shafthouse ($600 per Set of Measurements)*
• General upkeep of Exterior Skin of Shafthouse*
• Replace Shingles and Front & Rear Doors of Captain’s Office
• Replace Windows & Repaint Window Shutters on Captain’s Office
• Update Captain’s Office “Gift Shop”
• Build Memorial Plaque/Wall with list of Mine Fatalities
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